Danish Daxiomatic becomes part of Fellowmind
ODENSE(DK)/BARNEVELD (NL), 10 December 2020 – Daxiomatic, a leading Microsoft
Dynamics 365 partner in Denmark, joins Fellowmind. With the addition of Daxiomatic,
Fellowmind strengthens its service offering to match client demands regarding their finance
and operations processes in the Danish market. Daxiomatic will complement Fellowmind’s
broad portfolio to service its clients with additional service offerings like modern work,
customer engagement and cloud transformation.
The Daxiomatic team enters alongside Fellowmind’s other business unit in Denmark,
ProActive. With the capabilities of the two teams, Fellowmind is now able to offer an
integrated approach to the customer’s digital transformation journey.
“This step is a unique opportunity to sustain the future of our company and to take our
clients to the next level.” explains Jesper Refning, CEO of Daxiomatic. “With our quality
awareness, our claim to excellent implementation and our unbroken quest to make all our
clients happy, we are convinced that we can make a significant contribution to a company
that has pledged to change the industry by always keeping people at heart. The similarities
in culture and the Fellowmind vision of creating meaningful connections convinced us to
become part of the Fellowmind family. I am very proud of what we have created together,
and I am looking forward to our next steps with all of Fellowmind.”
Emiel Putman, CEO of Fellowmind: “With the addition of Daxiomatic’s Finance and
Operations capabilities to our services portfolio, we are now able to bring a holistic offering
to support our Danish customers in their digital transformation journey. We have been
impressed by the achievements of the team, especially their purpose and their unique
organizational structure. We are confident that the similarities we share in having people at
heart will shape a great future together.”
Max Sejbaek, Regional Director Denmark at Fellowmind: “As founder of ProActive, I have
already experienced the benefits of being part of a larger platform and being able to build
better solutions with the help of a wide base of specialists. Daxiomatic feels like a perfect fit
in terms of our shared people centric approach, values and high standards and I can’t wait
to start working together on a local level.”
After the acquisition, Fellowmind employs 1,600 employees across more than 35 offices in
six European countries. From this group, 335 Fellows are now working across five Danish
cities. The acquisition is part of Fellowmind’s growth strategy in partnership with FSN
Capital V* to become the European leader in the Microsoft Business Applications, Cloud
Infrastructure, Data & Analytics and Modern Workplace landscape.
* FSN Capital GP V Limited acting in its capacity as general partner for and on behalf of each of FSN Capital V
L.P., FSN Capital V (B) L.P. and FSN Capital V Invest L.P.

----------------------------------------------------------About Fellowmind
Fellowmind sees connections between people at the core of a digital future. In their vision, technology is the
enabler of meaningful connections. They believe it's about making digital interactions feel more human, intuitive,
and more personal. And that, thanks to automation, people can spend less time working on repetitive and manual
tasks. So they can use digital technology to create time and space to have more valuable and meaningful
connections. Fellowmind was founded in 2005 and has grown into a company with offices across Germany, The
Netherlands, Poland, Denmark, Sweden and Finland. Fellowmind has 1600 employees and a total turnover of 210
million euro. Read more: http://www.fellowmindcompany.com
About Daxiomatic
Daxiomatic was founded in 2010 to create an alternative to the existing ERP market, which at the time was more
about quantity than quality. The driving force behind this has been the four core values - Competence, Quality,
Commitment and Humility - which support Daxiomatic's mission and ensure that we always stay on the right track
in relation to our customers and business. Our commitment to establishing security in the industry and providing
real and tangible value to our customers is what drives the mission: To make all Dynamics 365 Finance and
Operations customers happy. Daxiomatic therefore measures our results in the success rate of the projects - the
economy must be sustainable, but the true currency is client value. Today, Daxiomatic has 65 colleagues in
Denmark (Odense, Roskilde and Skanderborg) and now also works with BI and CRM. Read more:
www.daxiomatic.dk
About FSN Capital
Established in 1999, FSN Capital is a leading private equity adviser in the Northern European region with €2125
million assets under management. FSN Capital is supported by a broad range of leading Nordic and international
institutions who share our long-term perspective. Investors provide the FSN Capital Funds with sustainable and
patient capital that allows us time to implement our transformation initiatives and create sustainable, long-term
change within the FSN Capital Funds’ portfolio companies. Read more:http://www.fsncapital.com

